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Explaining the Emerging Influence of Cul-
ture, from Individual Influences to Collective 
Phenomena
Loïs Vanhée and Frank Dignum

Abstract:

This paper presents a simulation model and from it, it derives a theory for explaining how the known influ-
ence of culture on individual decisions leads to the known influence of culture on collective phenomena. This
simulation models the evolution of a business organization, replicating the key micro-level cultural influences
on individual decisions (such as how to allocate tasks and when to accept tasks) and subsequent macro-level
collective cultural phenomena (such as robustness and sensitivity to environmental complexity). We derive a
theory for relating individual decisions andcollective outcomes, basedon theexplorationof this simulation: we
point that cultures appear to be related to specific sets of abstract, coherent, and recurrent interaction patterns
among individuals.

Keywords: Cultures; Social Simulations; Agent-Based Modelling

Introduction

1.1 How should subordinates be involved in task allocation? When all participants are heard, better decisionsmay
bemade and subordinates may appreciate being part of collective decisions. However, involving more partici-
pants in decisions can take longer and possibly introduce shortsightedness and global incoherence because of
integrating the viewpoints of individuals with limited context overview.

1.2 Considering the influence of culture on organizations is relevant for making such decisions. For instance, the
“power-distance” indicator (Hofstede et al. (2010a)) tightly connects to this context. In high power-distance
organizations, leaders tend to be assumed to manage task-allocation and subordinates to wait for orders. In
lowpower-distance organizations, this process tends to bemoredemocratic (e.g. subordinates actively request
and reject tasks). Applying culturally inadequate allocation mechanisms o�en leads to deep organizational
problems, as extensively exemplified by Hofstede et al. (2010a) (e.g. subordinates are required to pick tasks on
their own, but they passively wait to be given tasks).

1.3 In spite of the availability of new theories, predicting the consequences of the influence of culture on decisions
and societies remains very di�icult, due to numerous intricacies introduced by cultural influences at all levels,
which are hard to foresee. Available theories provide extensive correlations between culture, micro-level indi-
vidual decisions, and macro-level collective outcomes. However, as illustrated in Figure 1, theories of culture
do not explain themicro-to-macro link, i.e. how andwhy correlations between culture and cultural phenomena
are related to correlations between culture and individual decisions.

1.4 This study aims to cover this gap, by exploring howculture influences interactions. Interactions o�er an interme-
diate level between individual decisions and collective phenomena: the influence of culture on interactions can
bemore easily explainedbasedon the influenceon individual decisions, and the influenceof culture on interac-
tions can be used for explaining more easily the influence of culture on collective outcomes. More specifically,
this study considers the influence of culture on the emergence of 1) coherent, 2) recurrent, and 3) generic in-
teraction patterns, and how these interaction patterns impact collective outcomes. Furthermore, this study
explores the relations between the environment and visibility of cultural influences, as a side-objective en-
abled by our research. Towards longer-term considerations, this study aims to introduce further elements for
answering the general question: how does the known influence of culture on collective outcomes result from
the known influence of culture on individual decisions?

1.5 A theoretical understandingof thismicro-to-macro link is relevant for supporting decisions, such as setting new
policies, adapting rules, and reaching desired collective outcomes. Considering possible simulations, under-
standing this link facilitates the design of accurate situation-specific models, to be used for instance for build-
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Figure 1: Existing studies link culture, individual decisions, and collective outcomes. This study aims to explore
the bottom-to-top link, i.e. relating how the (known) influence of culture on individual decisions leads to the
(known) influence of culture on collective outcomes.

ing participatory simulations as proposed by D’Aquino et al. (2003), and studying “what if” scenarios for a wide
range of topics (e.g. water management, refugee campmanagement).

1.6 Investigatingsuchmicro-to-macrophenomena isparticularly challenginggivenclassical social sciencemethod-
ologies. This investigation implies finding and studying comparable societies (i.e. societies with di�erent cul-
tures and facing similar situations), studying their individual-to-collective relations, and then comparing these
relations across societies depending on their culture (e.g. as done by D’Iribarne (1989); Haaland & Balo (2017);
Schramm-Nielsen (2001)). The first challenge lies in finding such comparable societies, which is very di�icult as
di�erent societies tend to evolve in di�erent social ecosystems (e.g. political context, regulations). The second
challenge lies in collecting the adequate data. In spite of recent technical progress for acquiring extensive data
(e.g. Internet of Things, mailing), acquiring relevant data still requires costly human intervention for determin-
ing which data to collect and, o�en, for performing the collection (e.g. interviews, setting up questionnaires).
These challenges come on top of non-technical data collection issues, caused for instance by ethical or compe-
tition restrictions. Therefore, most of available results tend to come at a high cost while only providing ad hoc
insight into the emerging phenomenon.

1.7 This study relies on Generative Social Sciences (GSSs), introduced by Epstein (1999) and re-discussed by Conte
& Paolucci (2014), as a core methodological approach for e�iciently exploring suchmicro-to-macro links. GSSs
methodology consists in building realistic simulation models of individual decisions, such that, when apply-
ing these decisions in an environment that matches a real-world social context, the simulation replicates real-
world collective-level properties. Such a computational model is particularly relevant for providing candidate
explanations for elaborating and comparing social-science theories for explining the causes of the emerging
phenomenon. The GSSs methodology o�ers a very convenient playground for raising and testing hypotheses,
which adds a strong complement to the classic array of social-science methods (e.g. polls, surveys). Simula-
tions aremanipulable, stable, and explorable. Theymake possible to generate situationswith controlled di�er-
ences (e.g. changingoneaspect at a time), dampenout-of-context noise (e.g. public events, social context), and
deeply probe the system (e.g. inspect individual mind and decisions, re-play interactions). These operations
are much more di�icult to perform with classic data-acquisition methodologies. GSSs methodology has been
applied in several studies. Sugarscape (Epstein & Axtell (1996)) studies the emergence of collective phenomena
related to genetics, demography, trade, wealth, and culture based onmicro-level influences in an abstract soci-
ety. Deanet al. (2000)model a detaileddemographic evolutionof theAnasazi society for explaining its collapse.
More generally, while this methodology is insu�iciently exploited, as argued by Conte & Paolucci (2014), GSSs
are particularly relevant for studying micro-to-macro phenomena (e.g. wealth distribution, demographic evo-
lution), systemswithout equilibria, andphenomena that are di�icult to approximate via equations, particularly
in interdisciplinary contexts.

1.8 This study usesGSSs for explaining themicro-macro influence of culture, i.e. explaining how the influence of cul-
ture on collective outcomes results from the influence of culture on individual decisions. The theory presented
by this study aims at going beyond the (independent) correlations provided by Hofstede et al. (2010a) that re-
late culture and individual decisions ononehand, and culture and collective outcomeson theother. Our theory
aim at explaining how the influence of culture at the individuel level cause (or leads to the emergence of) the
influence of culture on collective outcomes. Since the GSSs approach requires a realistic simulationmodel, we
focused on the influence of culture on individual decisions and collective outcomes in the context of business
organizations, from individual, psychological, cultural influences to collective performance. The psychological
influenceof culture is integrated via agent decisionmodels containing culturally-sensitive value systems, based
on Schwartz values (Miceli & Castelfranchi (1989)). The influence of culture on value systems is defined by rely-
ing on Hofstede’s cultural dimensions (Hofstede et al. (2010a)). These value systems influence agent decisions,
actions, interactions, and theaggregated collectiveperformance. This business organization context is selected
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due to (1) the extensive amount of broadly-validated available literature that covers it, and (2) the semi-formal
context it o�ers (e.g. organizational structure), detailed metrics (e.g. performance), which provide a straight-
forward modelling step. The simulation model replicates the main micro and macro-level features of culture
as depicted by theories (e.g. known influence of culture on individual decisions and collective performance,
multicultural misunderstandings). Based on this model, this paper proposes a theory for explaining how the
known influence of culture on individual decisions entails collective cultural phenomena.

1.9 The rest of this article is structured as follows. First, available theories and simulation models of the influence
of culture on individual decisions and collective outcomes are introduced. Then, our simulationmodel is intro-
duced through a general overview and amore detailed presentation. Next, this model is empirically validated.
Finally, a theory based on this model is proposed for explaining themicro-to-macro influence of culture before
a conclusion.

Theoretical Framework

2.1 Culture is a complex and fuzzy topic that has received extensive attention (see e.g. the amount of definitions
proposed by Kroeber &Kluckhohn (1952)). In spite of this amount of research, culture remains di�icult to grasp.
The influence of culture is visible inmany places: in what people say, what they think, how they behave, inmu-
sic, in architecture, in societies etc. Specific manifestations of culture can be easily acknowledged when facing
di�erences (e.g. di�erent behaviours or building architectures). However, determining whether a given occur-
rence is cultural ornot (e.g. personality, coincidence, environmental specificity) isdi�icult anderror-prone. This
section introduces available core concepts while acknowledging that the field has not yet reached a consensus
on these concepts.

2.2 Due to the amount of available theories on culture (Kroeber & Kluckhohn (1952)), which introduce diverging
scopes, assumptions, observations, and conclusions, focusing on a limited theoretical background is critical
for coherence. Here, this article focuses on the theory of Hofstede et al. (2010a), which defines culture as “the
collective programming of themind that distinguishes themembers of one group or category of people from oth-
ers”. This definition highlights the intrinsic psychological origin of culture: the influence of culture is embedded
within the minds of individuals. This definition also highlights the social nature of culture: the psychological
influence is shared within groups and delimits these. Although focusing on a single theory may reduce the
strength of the model, the theory of Hofstede et al. (2010a) introduces three major benefits that make it highly
relevant as a standalone theory: first this theory is comprehensive, introducing several tightly-connected core
concepts, covering the influence of culture on both individual decisions and collective outcomes, something
which is very practical for building and validating simulation models; second, this theory is very robust, as it
has received an extensive amount of attention and empirical validation; and, third it tightly relates to many
other cultural studies and theories (e.g. a 20-pages long reference section, with references that are tightly con-
nected with the main theory). The theory of Hofstede et al. (2010a) has the highest citation count in the Social
Science Index Nakata (2009). Still, we acknowledge that while this mono-theory approach is sound for estab-
lishing a first model of the influence of culture on the emergence of individual to collective dynamics, the use
of additional theories would further strengthen the validity of subsequent models.

Culturally-Sensitive Aspects

2.3 Culture is known to influence a very wide range of aspects: language, architecture, dressing, institutions etc.
Given the goal of this paper, this section focuses on two culturally-sensitive aspects: individual decisions and
collective outcomes.

2.4 Culture is acknowledged to be a psychological influence, which directly impacts individual decisions and be-
haviors. Hofstede et al. (2010a) particularly mention two culturally-sensitive cognitive aspects: practices and
values. Practices constitute “standard behaviours” that are captured in three categories: symbols, heroes (e.g.
important people to follow), and rituals (e.g. rules, ceremonies). Practices constitute the most visible side of
the influence of culture on decisions. They encompass visible habits, such as use of language, eating, greeting,
walking speed or clothing. Values (e.g. honesty, creativity, cleanliness, e�iciency) represent core and abstract
drives for indicating what an individual generally considers as “good”. Cultures tend to be internally coherent:
values and practices tend to match each other; for example, if respecting the social order is a cultural value,
then chances are high that this culture also conveys practices for showing respect to higher-status people (e.g.
for addressing superiors). This coherence tends to be shared within the community sharing this culture (e.g.
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individuals belonging to the same community comply to similar rules). Culture evolves over time, but major
changes in a culture are relatively slow (at the scale of decades).

2.5 Through its influence on individual decisions, culture influences numerous collective phenomena, such as so-
cialwelfare, lawsystems, emergenceofgender inequalities, the timelinessofmeetings, theamountof reporting
or business performance. Culture is tightly related to the constitution of communities. Social structures (e.g.
laws, institutions) tend to be coherent with the values of practices supported by the culture of this society (e.g.
laws of equality vs. laws of equity).

Values

2.6 Values are considered to be individual decision drivers (Schwartz (2006a)) (Figure 2). Values influence numer-
ous aspects of decisions, as discussed by Miceli & Castelfranchi (1989). At the core, values indicate criteria that
individuals assume to be “good”. Pursuing these criteria is generally beneficial for one’s welfare (e.g. being
honest generally leads to desirable outcomes). The influence of values tends to be very generic: this influence
is (relatively) context-free, it applies in many situations and influences numerous decision processes. By being
very generic and influential, values introduce regularities and overall coherence within decisions.

2.7 Values are incorporated in value systems Schwartz (2006a). Individuals tend to havemultiple values altogether
(e.g. both timeliness and obedience). This multiplicity strengthens decisions and covers a wider range of sit-
uations. However, values sometimes contradict each other (e.g. obeying an order may lead to delays). Value
systems introduce a notion of relative importance between values for solving dilemmas. Culture influences
which values are (assumed to be) more important (e.g. being in time is more important than best complying to
orders in certain cultures, the other way around in di�erent cultures).

2.8 As a source of concrete values, this article relies on the collection of key values that individuals consider as
important as described by Schwartz (1999), and further called Schwartz values. Even if these values are ac-
knowledged to be universal, culture influences the relative importance given to these values. This theory has
received a lot of attention and has been strongly empirically validated (Schwartz (2006b,a, 1999, 2006c)).

Cultural Dimensions

2.9 Certain theories aim at depicting general patterns of the influence of culture on decisions and societies (e.g.
showing correlations between a high importance given to the value of “obedience” and to symbols for formaliz-
ing power status) (Hampden-Turner & Trompenaars (1993); Hofstede et al. (2010a); Schwartz (1999)). Hofstede’s
theory of culture organizes these patterns along “Cultural Dimensions” (CD) (Hofstede et al. (2010a)). Each Hof-
stede Cultural Dimension (HCD) describes a generic abstract type of cultural influence (e.g. culture influences
the importance given to power status). This influence is conceptually and empirically related tomany concrete
manifestations (e.g. cultural importance given to power status is related to numerous manifestations, such as
stronger compliance to leaders’ orders, leader-based organizational structures, specific ways of addressing su-
periors).

2.10 HCDs are measured by using a score obtained through polls conducted at the national level (e.g. in France,
power status is culturallygivena relativelyhigher importance than inNorway). Thesescores relate toexpectable
cultural manifestations. For instance, in countries where polled individuals had a higher score on power dis-
tance (e.g. China, France), subordinates are more likely to comply with instructions without questioning the
leaders than in countries where polled individuals gave less importance to power distance (e.g. the Nether-
lands, the United States).

2.11 Hofstede et al. (2010a) proposes six cultural dimensions: power distance (PDI-CD), individualism (IDV-CD),mas-
culinity (MAS-CD), uncertainty avoidance (UAI-CD), long-term orientation (LTO-CD), and indulgence versus re-
straint (IVR-CD). For the sake of disambiguationwithMulti-Agent Systems (MASs), the su�ix “-CD” is added a�er
the standard cultural dimensionacronyms. Our simulation focusesonPDI-CDandMAS-CDcultural dimensions,
which are now further detailed (other dimensions are le� out, as justified in the Simulation Overview section).
In this article, PDI-CD+ refers tohighPDI-CDcultures, PDI-CD− to lowPDI-CDcultures,MAS-CD+ tohighMAS-CD
cultures and MAS-CD− to low MAS-CD cultures.

2.12 Power Distance PDI-CD indicates the cultural importance given to power status. PDI-CD can be seen as the cul-
tural response to the following social dilemma: should leaders be the ones making group decisions or should
everyone participate in decision-making? Both answers make sense, but conflict with each other. Culture in-
fluences the relative preference for one or the other choice, and thus has indirect influence on both individuals
and society.
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2.13 In PDI-CD+ cultures, individuals tend to value humbleness, obedience, and discipline. Decision-makers are in
charge of managing other individuals. Subordinates are more likely to accept revealing personal information
to leaders and leaders are more likely to expect being able to access this information. Leaders should tightly
manage subordinates and subordinates should comply with instructions from leaders. Both roles are strongly
dependent on each other. In this culture,more power is given to decision-makers and strong social inequalities
arise. PDI-CD+ cultures tend to support values from the “conservatism” quadrant from Figure 2.

2.14 In PDI-CD− cultures, individuals tend to value equality, autonomy, and self-direction. Power relationships be-
tween individuals tend to be weaker. Individuals tend to prefer democratic decisions (decision makers should
makedecisions in linewithopinionsofothers), leadership tends tobemoreconsultative (leaderspropose tasks,
subordinates accept them or not). Individuals are expected to (be free to) manage themselves, without need-
ing to involve leaders. As a consequence, all members tend to be more involved in decisions and their con-
sequences. Furthermore, individuals tend to be more independent from decision-makers (e.g. more prone to
take initiatives). PDI-CD− cultures tend to support values from the “openness to change” quadrant, in particu-
lar self-direction, from Figure 2. E.g.: Hofstede et al. (2010a): China and Russia score as PDI-CD+; Scandinavian
countries score as PDI-CD−.

2.15 Masculinity versus Femininity (As a side note, Hofstede et al. (2010a) use this dimension as a prime factor for
explaining the emergence of gender di�erences such as the glass ceiling. These terms were selected because
theMAS-CD dimension shows consistent gender di�erences, except for very lowMAS-CD scores (Hofstede et al.
2010a, p.139).) MAS-CD is related to preferring one of the elements of the following pairs: “assertiveness ver-
sus modesty”, “mastery versus harmony”, and “equity versus equality”. MAS-CD+ societies tend to support a
preference for assertiveness, mastery, and equity. In MAS-CD+ societies, individuals tend to value individual
performance. Individuals should aim at being the best possible (e.g. success, excellence, performance, compe-
tence), taking risks for greater rewards. Good performers should be rewarded, equity is important (e.g. rewards
based on commission). Individuals are culturally driven to master their environment. This mastery is socially
displayed through assertiveness, showing marks of success. Indirectly, this race towards performance tends
to promote high competition. MAS-CD+ cultures tend to support values from the “self-enhancement” quad-
rant fromFigure 2. MAS-CD− societies are characterized by a preference towards avoiding conflicts. Individuals
should avoid opposing each other, preferably working together. They tend to be more willing to cooperate,
make compromises, look for consensus, support and care about each other. In social interactions, individuals
tend to be modest. They tend to avoid raising conflicts by not fulfilling their promises, thus avoiding taking
risks. Similarly, such societies support equality as a basis for giving rewards. PDI-CD− cultures tend to support
values from the “self-transcendence” quadrant from Figure 2. E.g.: Hofstede et al. (2010a): Norway, Sweden
score as MAS-CD−; Italy, Japan score as MAS-CD+. Previous research has explored cultural influence by empir-
ical research, which at best establishes correlations between factors, but is unable to provide explanations and
insight into the influence of culture on behavior and especially on the way it appears on themacro level based
on the micro level. One way to explore this relation is through the use of simulations, as explained above.

Cultural Dimensions & Schwartz Values

2.16 Correlations were found between the set of values carried by individuals and groups and their scores on cul-
tural dimensions. Hofstede et al. (2010a); Schwartz (1994); Smith et al. (2002) empirically and conceptually
link Schwartz values and Hofstede cultural dimensions to each other. These values are set by the culture of
the agent. PDI-CD+ cultures promote the values of obedience and social order. PDI-CD− cultures promote the
values of self-direction, freedom, and autonomy. Higher autonomy from subordinates and more democratic
decision-making is expected. MAS-CD+ cultures promote the values of achievement, success, and ambition.
MAS-CD− cultures promote the values of benevolence, helpfulness, and harmony.

Previous Research

3.1 Previous research on replicating the influence of culture can be split in four parts: replicating the dynamic of
cultural propagation, models of culture for multiagent systems (MAS) applications, models of the influence of
culture on individual decisions, and models aiming to replicate collective cultural phenomena based on indi-
vidual cultural influences.
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Figure 2: Schwartz value-model, introducing themain categories of values, annotated with the type of cultures
considered in our simulation. A�er Schwartz (2006a) and Hofstede et al. (2010a). CD = cultural dimension;
PDI-CD− = low power distance; PDI-CD+ = high power distance; MAS-CD− = low masculinity; MAS-CD+ = high
masculinity. For details, see section “Cultural Dimensions”.

Cultural Propagation Models

3.2 This category ofmodels simulate cultural dynamics, i.e. the evolution of culture over time (Axelrod (1997b); Ep-
stein & Axtell (1996); Gabora (1997)) (e.g. adoption of technology, cultural polarization, inter-cultural conflicts,
memetics). While mimicking certain properties of cultural dynamics, these models fall out of the scope of this
article because they tend to abstract away from the influence of culture on individual decisions and on collec-
tive outcomes. Suchmodels are le� out by this paper, aswe aimatmodeling the day-to-day culturally-sensitive
activity of a business, rather than long-term cultural dynamics.

Cultural Models for Operational Applications

3.3 Models included in this category focusonmodeling certainaspectsof the influenceof cultureon individualdeci-
sions. Thesemodels aim at replicating operationally useful aspects of culture for enhancing coordination or for
smoothly interacting with others, for example, without aiming for perfect correspondence with culture. Avail-
able coordination models introduce cultural practices (e.g. symbols: agent communication languages such as
FIPA (Fipa (2002)); rituals: norms (Vázquez-Salceda et al. (2005))) and values (Antunes & Coelho (1999); Crane-
field et al. (2017); Vanhée (2015)). While o�ering inspirational elements, the realism of these models is only
partially validated. Furthermore, they tend to introduce aspects for handling operational concerns, but not for
simulation.

Micro-Level Cultural Models

3.4 Models of this category aim at tightly replicating micro-level cultural decisions. Models of this category (Borit
et al. (2013, 2014b,a); Degens et al. (2013); Endrass et al. (2013)) tend to provide highly detailed individual deci-
sions (e.g. animating virtual characters, influencing what to talk about, whether individuals introduce silences
in speeches, whether to trust or not another individual). Nevertheless, the validity of these models regarding
collective-level phenomena is not considered.

Micro-to-Macro Cultural Levels

3.5 Models included in this category aimat replicatingmicro-to-macro cultural phenomena (Dechesne et al. (2012);
Hofstede et al. (2010b, 2014); Mc Breen et al. (2011); Vanhée et al. (2014)). Hofstede et al. (2010b) show that HCDs
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can be used as a model for replicating the influence of culture, via a model of trading organizations. Vanhée
et al. (2014) introduce a BDI (Belief Desire Intention) decision model that integrates the influence of culture,
values, and needs on decisions, and that replicates collective properties of the influence of culture on organiza-
tional performance. Using the GSSsmethodology, themodel proposed and validated by Dechesne et al. (2012);
Mc Breen et al. (2011) explains how culture influences the emergence of a collective acceptance of norms in a
society, via a simulation of agents complying (or not) to a smoking ban norm in a pub. Hofstede et al. (2014)
explain how gender-inequalities emerge within a society, via a model of children interacting on a playground.

3.6 The technical content of these models can be re-used for our application. As a general principle, most of these
simulation models rely on the KISS principle (Keep It Simple Stupid (Axelrod (1997a))). This principle, in keep-
ing with Occam’s Razor, provides that it is preferable tomake use of agent decisionmodels and environmental
setups that are as simple as possible when aiming to replicate (and explain) an emerging phenomenon. Tech-
nically, many of these models rely on decision rules that change depending on culture, and on mathematical
formulas that integrate cultural dimensions, represented as integers. While this principle should not be blindly
pursued, as argued by Conte & Paolucci (2014), no better alternative stands out. Therefore, this study also relies
on theKISSmethodology. Regarding the content tobemodeled, Conte&Paolucci (2014) argue to integrate gen-
erative elements, in our case psychological influences, that enable to consider unexpected situations. Value-
basedmodels proposed by, for example, Dechesne et al. (2012); Mc Breen et al. (2011); Vanhée et al. (2014) o�er
such a psychological and generative influence. The model presented in this article di�ers from other models
in the sense that it focuses on and details individual-to-individual interactions. This focus enables to apply the
GSSs methodology for establishing a theory of cultural interactions, which adds to former research.

Simulation Overview

4.1 The GSSs approach requires the design of a realistic simulation, which is then used as a basis for proposing a
theory. The present section introduces an overview of this simulation, which is detailed in the next section and
validated in the following one.

4.2 Our model captures the activity of business organizations that process independent or splittable tasks. This
model is generic and canbe instantiated for representing awide range of organizations (e.g. hairdressing salon,
car repairing, administrations). For grounding theabstract concepts raisedby this genericmodel intoa concrete
case, this abstract organization is specified as an IT department that provides helpdesk services to its system
users. This organization is referred to as DIT, standing for “Department of Information Technology”. Note that
the purpose of this organizational model is to replicate core emerging dynamics of task-based organizations,
towards exploring the general influence of culture on these dynamics. Thus, the simulation model should be
kept as simple as possible, for avoiding the introduction of unnecessary complexity and noise that would o�er
little additional insight for our exploration. However, for a di�erent purpose, such as predicting the evolution of
service quality over the next six months, the model would highly benefit from the introduction of application-
specific concepts and detail, something falls outside of the scope of this paper.

4.3 The (individual) micro-level of this simulation is composed of the employees of the DIT, represented by agents.
Theyperformactions suchasallocatingandworkingon tasks. Their combinedactions lead to thecompletionof
tasks. Themacro-level is evaluated based on the collective performance of the DIT, i.e. the aggregated success
in (timely) completing allocated tasks.

Environment

4.4 The environment consists of incoming requests made by clients. These requests are processed as tasks by the
organization. These tasks are given an explicit deadline before which they have to be completed or else they
fail. Each task requires a certain amount of worktime for being solved, represented by the expected processing
duration (assumed to be the same for all agents, for the sake of simplicity). Agents can accurately estimate this
value for normal tasks, but not complex tasks, see below.

4.5 Sometimes, clients can request complex tasks. These tasks require more time than expected in order to be
solved. As an example of a complex task, a client calls with the problem “my email does not work”. A�er having
checked the details of the mail server, the agent discovers that the problem comes from the network, which
thus must be fixed in order to solve the initial problem. When such a complex task arises, the organization is
allowed to expand the deadline without impacting organizational performance (e.g. they explain to the client
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that they depend on a third party and thus need more time for completion). Note that a task is recognized as
complex only a�er having attempted to solve the initial problem.

4.6 Three specific types of environments, for stressing the performance of the organization in specific directions
that are known to be culturally-sensitive (e.g. e�iciency, flexibility, robustness) are considered. These various
environments and performance indicators are used for validating the simulation against social science expec-
tations in Section “Simulation Experiments".

4.7 The environment can be intensive, with a steady flow of incoming simple tasks to be quickly solved. This en-
vironment highlights the allocation e�iciency of the organization. This scenario corresponds to the standard
situation of the organization during peak business time. In a real-world scenario, this environment is the envi-
ronment of, for example, a service in charge with setting up computers. Due to limited space for storing com-
puters, the organization works on “just-in-time” delivery. This task is relatively simple even if variations can
occur due to the di�erent computational power of di�erent devices or the amount of setup to perform.

4.8 The environment can be complex, with a relatively slow input of incoming tasks that have a chance of being
complex. Tasks of this environment, in spite of possibly takingmore time than expected, remain relatively easy
to handle by the organization (long deadline, su�icient processing power). This situation can happen when
the organization helps its clients to work with a complex program: fixing an issue o�en raises another. This
environment stresses on the sensitivity to environmental complexity of the environment.

4.9 Finally, the environment can be irregular, when (simple) tasks arise at an irregular pace, with some periods of
calm and others of overload. This environment captures, for example, the work of a support team in charge of
helping its usersworkingwith a so�ware that is regularly updated. Each time an update is posted, the organiza-
tion has to supportmany clients at once for fixing their local issues (e.g. new features causing new bugs or calls
for adapting configuration files). This environment stresses on the organizational robustness to congestion.

4.10 This environment model captures a set of key culturally-sensitive aspects of organizational life while keeping
lowmodel complexity. While further details can be added (e.g. measurements on real-world organizations for
determining their time for completing tasks, the e�ect of exhaustion on performance) at the expense of higher
model complexity and validation, the mechanisms introduced by our model globally match the key culturally-
sensitive challenges that are faced by task-based organizations (e.g. certain tasks take longer to process, dele-
gating takes time, various organizational performance aspects can be stressed by the environment).

Institutional Context: Coordination Structure

4.11 Theory describes certain properties of the influence of culturewhile taking the institutional context into consid-
eration. Therefore, we introduced multiple institutional contexts for validating these properties and for better
understanding the relations between culture, institutional context, and the micro-to-macro link.

4.12 The institutional context consists of a coordination structure (i.e. an organization and rules for coordination).
For the sake of exploring the recurrence of the influence of culture in di�erent institutional contexts and the
influence of the institutional context on cultural expressiveness (presented in Section 7.1), we considered three
typesoforganizational structures: simple structures, bureaucracies, andadhocracies, asdescribedbyMintzberg
& Heyden (1999).

4.13 The simple structure, referred to as DIT, relies on direct delegation. Clients issue tasks to the leader. Then, the
leader allocates these tasks to subordinates. Subordinates determinewhether they accept allocated tasks and,
once accepted, work on accepted tasks until completion or failure. If a subordinate has accepted to perform
multiple tasks, these tasks are performed one a�er the other, following a queue order. The bureaucracy, re-
ferred to as Rule-DIT, expands DIT by adding strict rules on how agents should behave: leaders must allocate
tasks by using a round-robin (give a task to the subordinate that has received its last taks the earliest) and sub-
ordinatesmust accept them. The adhocracy, referred to as DIT-Together, is an open variant of DIT. Subordinates
are free to cooperate with each other for e�iciently tackling long tasks.

Agent Decision Process

4.14 This simulation models the following three main decisions, which both tightly impact coordination outcomes
and are easily related to cultural influences:

• Leaders have to decide how to allocate tasks: shall they take time and monitor subordinates or allocate
tasks quicker?
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• Leaders have to determine whether they allocate a task and if they do, to which agents they allocate the
tasks.

• Subordinates have to decide whether they accept tasks allocated to them.

Agent decisions are made based on two influences: rationality and values. Agent rationality forces or forbids
rationally obvious choices (e.g. subordinates always refuse tasks when infeasible). Values are represented
by Schwartz values, introduced in Figure 2 (e.g. self-direction, obedience, achievement), influence remaining
choices (e.g. subordinates valuing obedience always accept tasks, if feasible). Further decision aspects could
be considered (e.g. trust, exhaustion), but they are less relevant with regards to the scope of this paper.

The values of the agent are set by its cultural background. Two cultural dimensions are considered: PDI-CD and
MAS-CD, generating a total of four culture types: (PDI-CD+, MAS-CD+); (PDI-CD+, MAS-CD−); (PDI-CD−, MAS-
CD+) and (PDI-CD−, MAS-CD−). Each cultural dimension promotes certain values, as depicted in Figure 2 and
detailed in Paragraph 2.16.

Justifying Design Choices

4.15 Asa coredesignprinciple, this simulationaims to enable applying theGSSsmethodology. A relevant simulation
for applying the GSSs methodology should: (1) introduce a setting in which culture influences individual deci-
sions and collective outcomes; (2) replicate this influence in details; and (3) enable a collective phenomenon to
be observed. This way, the realism of this simulation can be assessed via a validation and then be used as an
exploratory tool for proposing a theory.

4.16 Theorganizational settingpresented in this paper is highly culturally-sensitive. Numerous related situationsare
detailed, both quantitatively and qualitatively, by D’Iribarne (1989); Hofstede et al. (2010a); Vanhée et al. (2013).
This paper focuses on thePDI-CDandMAS-CDdimensions, as they arewell-studied in the literature: straightfor-
ward connections canbemadebetween thesedimensions and individual-level decisions aswell asmacro-level
cultural phenomena. PDI-CD is directly related to power structures and interactions that are brought about by
organizations. MAS-CD is easily related to risk-taking and individual performance, which are both significant in
organizations. The integration of additional HCDs (e.g. individualism, uncertainty avoidance, long-term orien-
tation, and indulgence vs. restraint) is le� for futurework, as integratingmoreHCDs in the currentmodel would
make it very complex and the current HCDs are su�icient for highlighting interesting conclusions. Finally, the
modelproposedherecanalsobe relatively strongly validated, bybeing relatable tonumerouscollectiveproper-
ties of the influence of culture (testing themodel against numerous relations between culture and organization
as depicted byHofstede et al. (2010a), such as flexibility, robustness, capability for handling simple vs. complex
tasks).

4.17 Regarding the exploratory part of the GSSsmethodology, this simulation o�ers a rich playground in which the-
ories can be tested. Agents are given su�iciently detailed actions for exploring how culture influences their
decisions. Furthermore, this simulation enables to study in great detail how agent individual actions connect
to collective outcomes, by “unwinding" the simulation. The other way around, the simulation facilitates the ex-
planation of collective outcomes via a chain getting down to cultural influences on individual decisions. These
explanations can easily be connected to more generic theories for explaining the micro-to-macro influence of
culture.

Simulation Model

5.1 This section formalizes the simulationmodeldescribed in this article and informally introduced inSection“Sim-
ulation Overview". We first introduce the various entities (e.g. agents, tasks) that compose it. Next, we describe
the simulation loop of the environment. Then, we describe agent decisions. This model is implemented using
NetLogo (version 6.0.1) and illustrated in Figure 3.

Simulation Entities

5.2 This section introduces the core non-agent entities composing our simulation model. These entities are time,
tasks, environment types, and coordination structures. Their properties and their relations are depicted in Fig-
ure 4.
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Figure 3: Screenshot of the NetLogo program running the simulation described in this article.

Time

5.3 The variable time ∈ N represents the current amount of worktime units that have been spent so far. Each
execution of the simulation loop models the passing of one worktime unit, therefore incrementing time by
one.

Tasks

5.4 The set of tasks being currently processed by the organization is represented by T . Incoming tasks are added
to T . Completed or failed tasks are removed from T .

5.5 Each task task ∈ T is related to a deadline, a remaining amount of work, and a complexity. The deadline of
a task is represented by deadline : T → N, the time at which t will be failed. The amount of worktime units
that remains to be performed for completing a task is represented by remaining : T → N. remaining(task)
decreases by one each time an agent performs a work action on task t. The complexity of a task is modeled
by: complex? : T → {>,⊥} where complex?(task) = > means that t is complex (i.e. the task needs more
time in order to be completed) and complex?(task) = ⊥means that t is simple. Agents observe that a task is
complex onlywhen they have performed the operation for solving it anddiscovered the presence of a follow-up
problem.

5.6 Two properties are derived from these base variables: feasibility and completion. When the remaining time is
tooshort, a taskcanbecome infeasible. Formally, a task t is infeasible if time+remaining(task) > deadline(task).
Agents rationally fail and discard tasks as soon as they become infeasible, agents only work on feasible tasks. A

Beliefs

Beliefs

Requests
Leader

Deadline 
Duration
Is-Complex?

Queue of tasks to allocate

Estimated 
amount of work
 of subordinates

Receive,
Process into tasks

Queue of tasks to process

Refuse tasks, 
Sense workload

Work on

Allocate tasks

Subordinates

Figure 4: Coordination structure of the Department of Information Technology, the organisation modeled in
this study (roles, relations between roles, workflow).
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Table 1: Simulation parameters per environment type. k is a free parameter that is set during experiments. For
#tasks, a/bmeans that a tasks are generated every b rounds.

Intensive Complex Irregular Coop-Intensive Coop-Complex Coop-Irregular
#tasks 1 1/2 k/20 1/10 1/15 k/30

base_duration 10 5 5 75 50 25
deadline 12 15 15 35 50 35

environmental_complexity 0 k 0 0 k 0
variation k 0 0 5× k 0 0

#subordinates 10 10 10 10 10 10

task is completed if remaining(task) = 0andcomplex?(task) = ⊥. If remaining(task) = 0butcomplex?(task) =
>, then the task and its deadline are to be expanded (see Section “Simulation Loop"). Organizational perfor-
mance is measured by the ratio of successfully completed tasks.

5.7 Finally, special taskshavebeendesigned formaking it possible to simulate collaborativework (seeDIT-Together
organizations in Section “Coordination Structures"). These tasks are normally infeasible when performed by
single agents. However, agents can split tasks into subtasks that can be shared with other agents. Splitting up
a task takes five time units and splits the task in five equal subtasks (splitting should take a bit of time, but not
too much) . A task is completed when all of its subtasks are completed. If a subtask is not completed in due
time, the whole task fails.

Task-Generation

5.8 Thedi�erentenvironmental types (intensive, complex, and irregular, introduced inSection“SimulationOverview")
aremodeled by changing the parameters that set the generation of incoming tasks. These parameters are cho-
sen for introducing situations in which performance is acknowledged to be culturally-sensitive. In our case, we
consider three types of environments: simple and inventive environments that stress on e�iciency, complex
environments that stress on flexibility, and irregular environments that stress on robustness.

5.9 The generation of tasks depends on the intensity or pace of incoming tasks, the variability of incoming tasks
and the complexity of tasks. Intensity defines the number of incoming tasks at a given time, represented by
#tasks : N → N, where #tasks(time) is the number of tasks that will arise during time-slot time . Variabil-
ity is simulated by a uniform variation with regard to a base duration of incoming tasks. The base duration
of a task is base_duration ∈ N. The variability is defined by variation ∈ N. The initial duration of a task is
drawn uniformly in [base_duration− variation; base_duration+ variation]. Environmental complexity is rep-
resented by the variable environmental_complexity ∈ [0, 1]. The probability of a new task to be complex is
environmental_complexity .

5.10 In the intensive environment, tasks come at a high pace, as compared to the number of agents in the organi-
zation (10 agents). Tasks are to be processed quickly. Failures mostly arise from failed allocations of tasks and
idling subordinates. In the complex environment, tasks can be complex and arise at a relatively low pace. The
challenge raisedby this environment lies indecidingonwhen tocommit to tasksat the right time. Failuresoccur
when an agent queuesmultiple tasks hoping to complete themall in due time, anddiscovers too late that some
aremore complex than expected. The irregular environment environment emphasizes on organizational con-
gestion robustness Dodds et al. (2003) (i.e. capability for handling many tasks at once). The organization has
su�icient work-power for copingwith all incoming tasks, but allocation output has to be fast for preventing the
leader to be overloaded and thus failing to allocate tasks in due time. These environments are expanded for
fitting the processing power of DIT-Together organizations (introduced in Section “Coordination Structures").
The detail of all the parameters per environment is presented in Table 1.

Coordination Structures

5.11 The coordination structure consists of an organization that has two roles: one leader and several subordinates.
Leaders are in charge of allocating tasks to subordinates and subordinates are supposed to perform allocated
tasks. Figure 5 illustrates the interaction loop.

5.12 The set of agents is represented byA. The leader agent is represented by al ∈ A. Subordinate agents are repre-
sented by the set S = A \ {al}. In our simulations, |S| = 10. This number was selected for the sake of realism
(10:1 is a reasonable subordinate:leader ratio, which actually matches the size of the IT-support organization at
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Figure 5: Task processing loop of the Department of Information Technology modeled in this study.

our university) and computational performance. Tests highlight that similar results are achieved for di�erent
organizational sizes, provided the organizational workload is comparable.

5.13 The coordination structure allocates a queue of tasks to each agent. This queue defines the tasks to be pro-
cessed and the order inwhich they have to beprocessed. Formally, this queue is representedby queuea of tasks
in T for each agent a ∈ A. The next task to be processed is the first task of queuea . This task is represented by
next_taska .

5.14 For the sakeof exploring the combined influenceof culture andorganizations, three specific coordination struc-
tures are defined: a simple structure (DIT), a bureaucracy (Rule-DIT) and an adhocracy (DIT-Together), from the
categorization by Mintzberg (1980), as explained in Paragraph 4.12.

5.15 DIT relies on a simple structure, which relies ondirect delegation as its prime coordinationmechanism. Leaders
are linked to subordinates in a top-downmanner. In this organization, leaders are free to propose tasks to the
subordinate of their choice. Subordinates are (arguably) free to decide whether they accept or refuse allocated
tasks.

5.16 Rule-DIT relies on a machine bureaucracy. This organization relies on standardization (rules) as a core coordi-
nationmechanism. In this organization, leadersmust allocate tasks in a round-robinway to subordinates, such
that the next task will be allocated to the subordinate that has received its previous task the longest time ago.
Subordinates must accept all incoming tasks.

5.17 DIT-Together relies on an adhocracy. This form of organization relies on mutual adjustment (free interaction)
as a core coordinationmechanism. With this formof organization, agents can split tasks, freely exchange them,
and collaboratively work on them. Leaders still receive and delegate incoming tasks, but anyone, including
subordinates, can split and exchange tasks with each other.

Simulation Loop

5.18 The simulation loop formalizes the evolution of agents, organizations, and environments. Each round repre-
sents one “worktimeunit", which relative duration scaleswith the tasks performedby the organization. As each
scenario focuses on a single type of tasks, all worktime units are scaledwith each other and the run is internally
consistent. The intensive environment, which features classic IT support helpdesk missions, has a worktime
unit scaled to two minutes (thus 10-worktime unit long tasks are solved within 20 minutes); the complex envi-
ronment, which features tasks of network and program debugging, has a worktime unit scaled to 30 minutes
(thus, 5-worktime unit long tasks are solved within 2.5 hours, but require 30 × 0.5 = 15 hours of extra work
when complex); the irregular environment, which features solvingmany small and repetitive issues a�er an up-
date, has aworktime unit scaled to twominutes (thus 5-worktime unit long tasks are solvedwithin 10minutes).
These values are derived from Table 1. In our experiments, simulations are run for 500 rounds, which provides
robust indication of the average success rate.

5.19 The steps of this simulation loop are introduced one by one in the following paragraphs. At each round, time
is incremented by 1; new tasks are generated and added to the leader’s queue according to the definition of
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Figure 6: Flow chart of the program. The simulation loop, on the le�, is executed once per round. The diagram
on the right details the contents of the “allocate-task" function.

the environment; failed and infeasible tasks are cleared; the leader decides on how to allocate tasks (monitor
& allocate or fast allocation) and then all subordinates work on their first task. If the leader decides tomonitor,
then the leader selects the next subordinate to bemonitored using a round-robinmechanism and acquires the
information on the subordinate workload. When the leaders attempts to allocate tasks, the leader first decides
on whether its first task on queue should be allocated. If so, the leader selects, based on its beliefs, the least
loaded subordinate. Then, the subordinate agent decides on whether it accepts the task or not. If it does, the
task is added to the subordinate’s queue. The whole process is illustrated on Figure 6 and by Algorithm 1 and
Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 1 Procedure: Simulation Update Cycle
1: Initialize agents, the organization and the environment
2: for the desired number of iterations do
3: Generate new tasks and add them to queueal

, the leader’s queue of tasks
4: Remove infeasible tasks
5: allocation_strategy ← decision(al, how to allocate tasks?)
6: if allocation_strategy =monitor & allocate then
7: al monitors a subordinate
8: if queueal

6= ∅ then
9: al evaluates the duration next_taskal

10: allocate_task()
11: end if
12: else
13: //leader’s strategy is “quick allocations”
14: for two times do
15: allocate_task()
16: end for
17: end if
18: for all as ∈ S do
19: Work on first task
20: end for
21: end for

5.20 Initialization: The environment sets T = ∅. Agent queues are emptied.
5.21 Generating New Tasks: at each round,#tasks(time) tasks are generated and added at the tail of the leader’s

queue.

5.22 Remove InfeasibleTasks: tasks that cannotbecompletedbefore theirdeadlineare removed fromagentqueues.
Note that subordinates ignore whether their tasks are complex. In this situation, they remove infeasible tasks
only when they discern that their current task is complex. When discover such a task, agents can then deduce
that next tasks in the queue cannot be completed in due time. In the cooperative scenario, agents take into
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Algorithm 2 Procedure: allocate_task
1: if queueal

= ∅ then
2: return
3: end if
4: task ← next_taskal

5: as ← decision(al, who to allocate task to?)
6: if as 6= ⊥ and decision(as,accept task?)= > then
7: allocate task to as
8: end if

consideration that they can split tasks for determining whether they are infeasible.

5.23 Decision: How to Allocate Tasks? Detailed in Section “Agent Decision Process".

5.24 MonitoringaSubordinate: the leader selects a subordinate andmonitors it. The leader perceives the expected
amountofwork for this subordinate, ignoringwhether this task is complexor not. Formally, the amountofwork
is represented by: ∑

task∈queueas

remaining(task)

Subordinatesare selected formonitoringviaa round-robinmechanism,whichguarantees that the regularmon-
itoring of all subordinates.

5.25 Evaluating the Duration of the Next Task to Allocate: the leader perceives the expected duration of the task
that is currently trying to allocate. Note that the leader ignores whether the task is complex.

5.26 Decision: Whether andWho to Allocate the Next Task? Detailed in Section “Agent Decision Process".

5.27 Decision: Accept Proposed Tasks? Detailed in Section “Agent Decision Process".

5.28 Allocating tasks: The task moves from the head of leader’s queue to the tail of the allocated subordinate’s
queue.

5.29 Working on Tasks: At each round, subordinates work on the tasks they are allocated. Formally, each subor-
dinate as ∈ S works on next_taskas , if queueas 6= ∅. In this case, remaining(next_taskas ) is decreased by
1.

5.30 If remaining(task) = 0 and complex?(task) = ⊥, then the task is completed and removed from the queue.
Else, when remaining(task) = 0 and complex?(task) = >, then the task is found to be more complex than
expected and thus requires additional work for being completed. In that situation, remaining(task) is set to 30
(more work), deadline(task) is increased by 40 (extended deadline) and complex?(task) is set to⊥ (the task is
no longer complex).

Agent Decision Process

5.31 This section details how agents make decisions. So as to keep themodel as simple as possible, we rely on pre-
set decision rules. While simple, these rules still o�er relatively high realism and expressive power, as argued
later in this section.

Memory Structure

5.32 This section introduces the elements ofmemory that agents locally store and update throughout their decision
cycle. Beliefs: Each agent a has accurate information about time , and their queue of tasks queuea. For each
task t ∈ queuea, agent know deadline(task), remaining(task). Agents ignorewhether complex?(task). Agents
can inferwhether their tasks are feasible, the first tasks to fail in an infeasiblequeue, and the feasibility of adding
a new task. For each subordinate s ∈ A, leaders record estimated_remaininga ∈ N, the estimated amount of
remaining work to be performed by a. This value decreases at each round, increases when the subordinate
accepts a new task, and is updated to the expected value when the subordinate is monitored.

5.33 Value system (and Cultural Influence): agents are allocated a set of values, part of the set of values intro-
duced in Figure 2: obedience, social order, self-direction, freedom, autonomy, achievement, success, ambition,
benevolence, helpfulness, harmony. As detailed in Paragraph 2.16, the set of values promoted by an individual
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is related to his/her culture and to scores onHofstede Cultural Dimensions as follows: autonomy, self-direction,
and freedom values are promoted by PDI-CD−; obedience and social-order are promoted by PDI-CD+; achieve-
ment, success, and ambition are promoted by MAS-CD+ values; and helpfulness and harmony are promoted
by MAS-CD− values.

Decisions

5.34 This section details the agent decision rules. As introduced in Paragraph 4.14, the agent decision process con-
sists of two parts: a rational decision process, which removes rationally suboptimal choices, and value-driven
preferences, which help resolving the ties.

5.35 How to Allocate Tasks? Leaders have to decide how to allocate tasks, be selecting one of the following two
task-allocation strategies: 1) quick allocation: leaders repeat twice “allocate”; and 2) monitor & allocate: the
leader can monitor one subordinate s and allocate one task. The monitoring step informs the leader about
the expected amount of remaining work in queues, excluding unexpected work due to task complexity. For
organizations involving cooperation (DIT-Together), leaders are given a third option: 3) split a task in subtasks.

5.36 Rational Process: All alternatives are arguably rationally acceptable: quick allocation is more e�icient while
monitor & allocate is more accurate. For cooperative work, splitting tasks is more accurate, while allocating
them is more e�icient.

5.37 Value-Driven Preferences: “Quick allocation” is favored by PDI-CD− values, notably by the self-direction and
freedom Schwartz values. With quick allocation, subordinates are le� in charge of managing their own work-
load, while improving allocation e�iciency. “Monitor & allocate” is favored by the PDI-CD+ values, notably by
the obedience andhumility Schwartz values. Whenmaking this choice, leaders gain information about the sub-
ordinates’workload, empowering leaders for deciding aloneonwho to allocate tasks to. For similar arguments,
“splitting task” is promoted by PDI-CD+ values: this strategy gives more control to leaders on the distribution
andallocation of tasks among the subordinates. Thus, PDI-CD+ leaders inDIT-Together first split tasks and then
allocate them, while PDI-CD− leaders quickly allocate collaborative tasks and let subordinates split and share
them.

5.38 Who to Allocate to? The leader decides whether to allocate next_taskal
. If so, the leader decides to which

subordinate to allocate the task to. The set of allowed actions for this decision is {allocate(a)|a ∈ S} ∪ ⊥,
where⊥means “no allocation”.

5.39 Rational Process: The target of the allocation is a subordinate with the least believed amount of work. If the
leader is uninformed about subordinates’ workload, tasks are allocated via a round-robin mechanism, which
o�ers an a priori balanced task distribution.

5.40 A dilemma occurs when leaders expect a subordinate to be working on a task. When leaders immediately pro-
pose a new task, they can cause a premature commitment, which can lead to failures if the current task ismore
complex than expected. Bywaiting for the subordinate to be free, the failure canbe avoided. However, delaying
allocations can entail ine�iciencies (and thus possibly failures), whenmultiple subordinates become available
at the same time. In this case, the subordinates have to (passively) wait for the leader to o�er them a task.

5.41 Value-Driven Preferences: MAS-CD+ values promote ambition and achievement, which favor early allocation
for optimizing the productivity of leaders and subordinates (minimal idling). On the contrary, MAS-CD− values
favor late commitment, for avoiding unnecessary failures that may break harmony.

5.42 Accepting Tasks? Subordinates that are proposed tasks have to decide whether they accept them or not.
Agents select one of the two actions: “accept” or “reject”.

5.43 Rational Decision: The answer is always “accept” if the agent queue of task is empty. The answer is always reject
if adding this task implies a failure.

5.44 A dilemma occurs when agents have already at least one task to perform. On the one hand, accepting another
task may lead to failures if one of the already accepted task takes longer than expected. On the other hand,
refusing the task incurs additional management costs to the leader, which can also lead to failures.

5.45 Value-Driven Preferences: subordinates favoring obedience and social order, promoted by PDI-CD+ cultures ac-
cept orders, as they are givenby their hierarchy. If agents donot convey such values, other values are expressed.
As for the decision “who to allocate tasks to”, subordinates with values of helpfulness and harmony, promoted
by MAS-CD− cultures, prefer to refuse tasks if they are already processing one. Subordinates with values of
achievement, success, and ambition, promoted byMAS-CD+ cultures, prefer to accept new tasks if possible for
avoiding to be forced into idling while waiting for propositions.
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Simulation Experiments

6.1 As a next step in applying the GSSmethodology, the simulation needs to be validated. This validation assesses
the reliability of this model, which can then be used confidently for proposing theories.

6.2 This section aims to investigate whether our simulation model replicates the emerging influence of culture on
collective outcomes. Therefore we try to show that the influence of culture on individual decisions and on
collective outcomes is replicated within our model. The replication of the influence of culture on individual
decisions is achieved by construction. The justification of the match between our simulation and social sci-
ence theories is detailed in Section “Simulation Model". The current section aims at validating the remainder:
showing that our model replicates the influence of culture on collective outcomes.

6.3 In order to perform this validation, we explored the core acknowledged properties of the influence of culture
on emerging outcomes in organizations given possible cultural influences. We found five main categories of
emerging properties. Each category is further detailed in the following section. Before getting into the details
of the output of the simulation, we should briefly remind the range of simulations setups that can be generated
by our model. Our simulation model provides three sources of input. First, we can set the environment type
and its variables: intensive environment and the average deviation; complex environment with the complexity
risk; irregular environment with the amount of task per burst. Second, we can set the organizational type: DIT,
Rule-DIT, and DIT-Together. Third, we can set the cultural background of leaders and subordinates, by setting
their PDI-CD andMAS-CD scores. Each experiment is repeated 100 times and outputs are averaged. A sensitivity
analysis is detailed in Appendix A.

Property 1: Acknowledged InfluencesperCulturalDimensiononCollectivePerformance

6.4 Hofstede et al. (2010a) introduce specific properties of the influence of PDI-CD and MAS-CD on collective per-
formance. This section studies the match between these properties and the behaviour of our model in the
standard DIT organization.

6.5 OrganizationswithPDI-CD+ cultures tendtoperformbetter insimpleenvironments: Hofstedeetal. (2010a)
argue that, in simple environments, organizations with PDI-CD+ cultures tend to perform better because lead-
ers can unilaterally perform accurate allocations. Direct allocation, supported by PDI-CD+ cultures, is more
time-e�icient than democratic negotiation supported by PDI-CD− cultures.

6.6 In order to investigate this property, we consider the performance of the organization in various cultures in
the “intensive” environment, presented in Section “Task-Generation". This environment is simple (no complex
tasks) and easily leads to failures when tasks are ine�iciently allocated.

6.7 Results presented in Figure 7(a) show that our simulation replicates this property. Results indicate that PDI-
CD+ organizations perform better in this simple environment, for equal setup onMAS-CD and for all degrees of
duration variability.

6.8 Complex environments are best handled by organizationswith PDI-CD− andMAS-CD− cultures: Hofstede
et al. (2010a) argue that individuals in such a culture tend to handle better complex problems due to lower
pressure from hierarchy (PDI-CD) and from setting high performance goals (MAS-CD).

6.9 In order to investigate this property, we consider the performance of the organization in various cultures in
the “complex” environment. The influence of complexity can be emphasized by altering the environmental
complexity variable and thus increasing the probability that tasks are complex.

6.10 The results presented in Figure 7(b) match expectations inferred from the theory of Hofstede et al. (2010a).
These results indicate that, when environmental complexity increases, MAS-CD− organizations tend to outper-
form MAS-CD+ organizations. Likewise, organizations with MAS-CD−, PDI-CD− cultures tend to achieve better
results that organizations with PDI-CD+ cultures.

6.11 The only exception occurs in comparing organizations with PDI-CD− vs. PDI-CD+ that both have MAS-CD+ cul-
tures. This exception is raised by a modelling simplification: leaders with MAS-CD+ cultures are, here, too risk-
taking, which combines poorly with the fast allocation made by leaders with PDI-CD− cultures. Subordinates
withPDI-CD−MAS-CD+ cultures are allocated tasks fast, commit early and thereforemakemanymistakeswhen
facing complex tasks. Conversely, PDI-CD+ MAS-CD+ are allocated tasks at a lower pace with a leader having
a better oversight on the workload of the agents. This modelling problemwould be fixed in providing subordi-
nates with the capability of evaluating earlier whether their task is complex.
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(a) DIT Intensive (b) DIT Complex

(c) DIT Robustness (d) Rule DIT Intensive

(e) Rule-DIT Complex (f) Rule-DIT Robustness

Figure 7: Ratio of failed tasks (Y -axis) depending on the cultural background (curve color). TheX-axis repre-
sents the variability of the input for intensive and simple environments, the risk of complex tasks for complex
environments, and the amount of task per bust for irregular environments.

6.12 PDI-CD− organizations tend to be more robust than PDI-CD+ organizations: PDI-CD is tightly correlated
with a tendency towards centralization. Centralization o�en creates critical failure points and bottlenecks for
sudden overloads, which leads to lower robustness.

6.13 The influence of culture on (congestion) robustness is emphasized by altering the cultures in the “irregular”
environment. In particular, the amount of tasks per bursts further stresses the organizational robustness.

6.14 Results presented in Figure 7(c) match this expectation. These results indicate that PDI-CD− organizations per-
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(a) DIT-Together Intensive (b) DIT-Together Complex

(c) DIT-Together Robustness (d) DIT Multi-Cultural Intensive

(e) DIT Multi-Cultural Complex (f) DIT Multi-Cultural Robustness

Figure 8: Ratio of failed tasks (Y -axis) depending on the cultural background (curve color). For multicultural
settings, the first part is the leader’s culture and the second part is the subordinate’s culture. TheX-axis repre-
sents the variability of the input for intensive and simple environments, the risk of complex tasks for complex
environments, and the amount of task per bust for bursting environments.

form better when many tasks arise at once, given any MAS-CD orientation. In other words, our simulated PDI-
CD− organizations are more robust than simulated PDI-CD+ organizations.

6.15 Organizations with MAS-CD+ cultures tend to handle better heavy workloads. Hofstede et al. (2010a) ex-
plain that, because of a tendency for the “great risks for great rewards” attitude, MAS-CD+ organizations tend
to perform better when handling heavy workloads.
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6.16 This assertion is emphasized in intensive and irregular environments, which raise such heavy workloads.

6.17 Results presented in Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(c) match this expectation. In both environments, for any set of
cultural preference towards PDI-CD, MAS-CD+ organizations perform better than MAS-CD− organizations.

Property 2: The Influence of Culture Is Similar Across Organizations

6.18 (Hofstede et al. 2010a, 312-315) indicate that organizations with similar (national-level) cultures tend to display
similar individual and collective behaviors, in spite of di�erent organizational features.1 This property can be
verified in our simulation by checking the tendencies per cultural background in various organizational set-
tings. The set of relative tendencies per culture introduced in Property 1 should also be observable in Rule-DIT
and DIT-Together. In concrete terms, we re-ran the same experiments as run for Property 1, albeit with altered
organizational backgrounds.

6.19 Results regardingRule-DIT, introduced inFigure7(d), Figure 7(e), Figure 7(f), are inconclusive since the influence
of culture is not visible in this organization.2 These results do not either validate or invalidate the hypothesis.

6.20 Results regarding DIT-Together, introduced in Figure 8(a), Figure 8(b) and Figure 8(c), are in line with expecta-
tions. With a similar analysis as for Property 1, this figure shows the samepatterns as providedbyHofstede et al.
(2010a) and presented for DIT. Namely, organizations with PDI-CD+ cultures tend to perform better in simple
environments; PDI-CD− andMAS-CD− tend toperformbetter in complex environments; PDI-CD− organizations
tend to be more robust than PDI-CD+ organizations; MAS-CD+ organizations tend to handle heavy workloads
better.

6.21 As a side note, similar results can be found in the study of Hofstede et al. (2010b), which simulates business-to-
business trade. Our simulation confirms their Hypothesis 6: “In [MAS-CD+] societies, agents deal rapidly but
many negotiations fail, due to the combination of impatience and high quality ambitions”. The same can be
said about their Hypothesis 7: “In MAS-CD− societies, negotiations proceed slowly, but with a low failure rate”.

Property 3: Culture Influences the Resolution of Coordination Situations

6.22 As illustrated in the introduction section, argued by Hofstede et al. (2010a), and studied in detail on real or-
ganizations by D’Iribarne (1989), culture deeply influences how coordination is set and applied. For instance,
D’Iribarne (1989) explains that, when facing troublesome situations, members of the French organization (PDI-
CD+, average MAS-CD) tend to try to fix the issue by themselves at best, without reporting the issue. Members
of theDutch organization (PDI-CD−, MAS-CD−) tend to raise this issue in informalmeetings and find consensual
agreement on how to tackle it. Members of the United States organization (PDI-CD−, MAS-CD+) tend to prefer
raising the issue as a challenge and o�er “contractual” rewards for motivating members to tackle it. Such a
property is best observed via a qualitative study of the coordination patterns that arise within our model. As
such, the GSSs approach is very helpful by enabling to run step-by-step decisions and interactions.

6.23 The influence of the PDI-CD on coordination can be characterized as follows. In PDI-CD+ organizations, the
allocation process is centred around leaders. Leaders take the responsibility of managing the workload of sub-
ordinates and allocating tasks accordingly. In return, assuming that allocations are performed carefully, sub-
ordinates comply with the orders of the leader without questioning. This direction is further highlighted when
comparingDIT andDIT-Togetherwhen leaders take on the charge of splitting and allocating collaborative tasks.

6.24 In PDI-CD− organizations, the allocation process is equally shared between leaders and subordinates. Leaders
are simplecoordination interfaceswithoutanyvisibilityof theworkloadof subordinates (noestimated_remaininga
beliefs). Subordinates are in charge ofmanaging their ownworkload and decide on their ownwhether they ac-
cept tasks or not. This direction is further highlighted in DIT-Together, when subordinates split and exchange
tasks on their own.

6.25 Likewise, as suggested by Hofstede et al. (2010a), the influence of MAS-CD on coordination in our model is ob-
served in terms of eagerness for commitments and tolerance for higher workload. Leaders and subordinates
with MAS-CD+ commit early to giving and accepting allocations. Leaders aremore ready to allocate tasks early

1Note that this property does not necessarily hold for any level of culture: organizational-level cultures,
grown at the level of teams and organizations, are acknowledged to be correlated to organizational features,
such as size and objectives (Hofstede et al. 2010a, 360-364).

2For the sakeof studying the relationsbetween theorganizationalbackgroundand theexpressionof cultural
influences in Section “Cultural Expressiveness",this surprising outcome is actually purposefully sought for.
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to subordinates, even if these are already processing a task. Likewise, subordinates can accept more tasks at
once. Conversely, MAS-CD− organizations show late commitment for allocations. Leaders and subordinates
make sure that the latter are loaded with only one task at a time.

6.26 As a side note, these observed patternsmatch another strong empirical finding byHofstede et al. (2010a): influ-
ences of PDI-CD and MAS-CD are independent. We observe four coordination patterns: “last minute allocation
with centralized workload management”, “last minute allocation with decentralized workload management”,
“early allocation with centralized workloadmanagement”, “early allocation with decentralized workloadman-
agement”. Bothcultural dimensions impact coordination relatively independently. This independencematches
the empirical independence relating PDI-CD and MAS-CD as presented by Hofstede et al. (2010a).

Property 4: Multiculturalism O�en Raises Cultural Conflicts

6.27 Hofstede et al. (2010a) introduce the concept of cultural conflicts (or clashes) that can arise during encounters
of individuals of di�erent cultures. Cultural clashes are unintended disagreements (e.g. distrust) or conflicts
betweenmultipleparties forwhich theorigin canbeexplained in termsof cultural di�erences (e.g. mismatching
expectations, misunderstandings).

6.28 The replication of this phenomenon by our model can be emphasized by running simulations in which individ-
uals have di�erent cultural backgrounds. Due to the informal nature of such conflicts, a qualitative study can
provide strong insight into whether our model replicates these conflicts or not.

6.29 Hofstede et al. (2010a) detail a concrete example of a French leader (PDI-CD+) working at a Swedish organi-
zation (PDI-CD−). The leader gives an order to a subordinate with a PDI-CD− culture. The leader expects the
subordinate to immediately comply with the order. Instead, the subordinate questions the reason of this or-
der. This scenario is observed in our simulation by setting a leader with a PDI-CD+ culture with subordinates
with PDI-CD− cultures. If this subordinate is already busy, the subordinate will refuse the task allocated by the
leader. This situation goes against expectations of both agents.3 The decision of the leader is based on the ex-
pectation that the subordinate should accept the task (justifying why leaders make careful allocations). The
decision of the subordinate is based on the expectation that leaders “propose” and not “order”. Arguably, this
situation is prone to conflicts.

6.30 Likewise, our simulation replicates expectable conflicts when setting organizations with leaders with PDI-CD−
cultures and subordinates with PDI-CD+ cultures. In this setting, both the leader and the subordinate expect
the other to manage the workload of subordinates. Leaders carelessly delegate to subordinates, which blindly
accept feasible incoming tasks, leading to poor workload balancing and thus failures.

6.31 Our simulation also replicates conflicts arisingwhen individuals have cultures that di�er along theMAS-CDaxis.
In PDI-CD− organizations, these conflicts are visible along subordinate-to-subordinate indirect interactions.
Subordinates with MAS-CD+ cultures commit early to tasks, whereas those with MAS-CD− cultures commit
late. When being executed, a skewed distribution of tasks can be observed: subordinates of the organisation
with MAS-CD+ cultures are allocated more tasks than those with a MAS-CD− culture. O�en, subordinates with
the MAS-CD+ culture are overloaded while those with the MAS-CD− culture are idling. Furthermore, subordi-
nates with the MAS-CD+ culture, by accepting more tasks, increase the likelihood or failures in case a task is
more complex than expected. In PDI-CD+ organizations, these conflicts are visible when considering leader-
subordinate interactions. Leaders with MAS-CD+ cultures can order subordinates with MAS-CD− cultures to
acceptmultiple tasks in a row and therefore be considered as abusive (expanding themodel with the notion of
frustration would easily capture this feature). The other way around, subordinates with MAS-CD+ cultures can
consider that leaders with MAS-CD− cultures are careless, when they do not allocate tasks early.

Property 5: Cultural Conflicts Tend to Negatively Impact Performance

6.32 Without being very specific about this point, Hofstede et al. (2010a) relate coordination conflicts with lower
organizational performance (e.g. for settling down the conflict). Cultural clashes o�en result in coordination
failures, which negatively impact performance. A quantitative investigation should display lower collective per-
formance for organizations with agents having di�erent cultures.

6.33 The presence of this property within ourmodel can be verified by studying how cultural divergences impact or-
ganizational performance. Specifically, we compared organizational performancewhen agents share the same

3While not explicitly integrated in themodel, agents are related to cultural expectations about responsibili-
ties of leaders and subordinates, as explained in Section “Simulation Model".
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culture vs. have di�erent cultures, all other aspects (environment, organizations) being equal. The number of
possible combinationsbeing too large for remaining readable,4 in this articleweonly present simulation results
that best highlight cultural conflicts. In our setting, the strongest variation is observed when both leaders and
subordinates share a MAS-CD− background and vary along the PDI-CD.

6.34 Results, presented in Figure 8(d), Figure 8(e) and Figure 8(f), mostly match expectations. In these plots, orga-
nizations withmembers withmismatching cultures all achieve lower performance than organizations in which
members share the same culture. The only exception happens for the irregular environment with subordinates
withPDI-CD+ culturesand leaderswithPDI-CD− cultures. In this setting, leadersperformquickanduninformed
allocations that are blindly accepted by subordinates (if feasible). This match happens to achieve luckily excel-
lent results in this very specific scenario, for which speed is far more important than accuracy or safety. How-
ever, this form of allocation is very poor in general as displayed in intensive and complex environments.

A Theory for Explaining the Influence of Culture on Societies, Based on
the Influence of Culture on Individuals

7.1 Following the principles of GSSs, the current section presents the insight into the micro-to-macro influence of
culture (on individual decisions and collective outcomes) that we extracted during the process of building and
studying themodel. While we do not claim our theory to be strongly validated (though our model matches the
key individual and collective cultural influences as presented by Hofstede et al. (2010a)), our simulations pro-
vide an orthogonal perspective for explaining the micro-to-macro phenomena. In particular, we relied on the
following benefits of the GSSsmethodology: (1) deeply probing organizations, which helps gathering quantita-
tivedataandobservingqualitativepatterns; (2) generatingandcomparing settingswithminimal andcontrolled
di�erences from one to the next; (3) studying “what if” scenarios.

Cultural Expressiveness

7.2 Hofstede et al. (2010a) relate the influence of culture on individuals and societies to environmental and insti-
tutional conditions. However, while highlighting specific correlations, Hofstede et al. (2010a) o�er very limited
insight into the general principles of this relation.

7.3 In order to further explain this relation, we introduce the concept of cultural expressiveness. Cultural expres-
siveness evaluates the intersection between the amount of features that are usually visible in a culture and
the amount of features that are actually visible in a given context. Cultural expressiveness aims to capture that
certain cultural featuresmay be expressed, or not, depending on the context. For instance, the influence of PDI-
CD+ on subordination relationships may or may not be expressed depending on the presence of a hierarchical
structure in the organization. Obviously, the concept of cultural expressiveness does not cover all cases (e.g. a
contextmight lead to visible cultural features that broadly di�er fromusual features of the target culture). How-
ever, cultural expressiveness provides a reasonable starting point for relating culture, the visible expression of
this culture, and the environmental and institutional context. Cultural expressiveness has numerous patterns
in commonwith gene expressiveness as theorizedbyDawkins (1976): a set of background influences are carried
by individuals, these influences may be visible (i.e. expressed) or silenced, due to environmental influences.

7.4 Our simulation model provides a concrete ground for explaining the links relating environment, institutions,
and cultural expressiveness. In order to explore this relation, we observed both qualitatively and quantitatively
the visible expressions of the influence of culture when changing the environmental, institutional and cultural
context.

7.5 As a first observation, cultural expressiveness appears to be related to the degree of environmental and institu-
tional freedom that is given to individuals. In particular, regimentation, i.e. rigid rules and systems, appears to
tightly restrict cultural expressiveness. This assertion is emphasized when comparing DIT, Rule-DIT, and DIT-
Together. In the stricter environment, i.e. Rule-DIT, all outcomes are very similar independently of the cultural
background of the agents, as presented in Figure 7(d), Figure 7(e) and Figure 7(f). These results can be com-
pared to the outcome in a more relaxed environment, i.e. DIT. DIT relaxes these strong rules by giving leaders
the freedom to decide how they allocate tasks and by giving subordinates the freedom to accept these alloca-
tions or not. Results, presented in Figure 7(a), Figure 7(b), and Figure 7(c), indicate that organizations display

4Sixteen di�erent cultural setups can be raised just by considering all possible combinations of cultures for
leaders and subordinates.
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a greater variation when switching from one culture to the next. Finally, these results can be compared with
the outcomes of an even more relaxed environment, i.e. DIT-Together. In this organization, agents are also
free to split tasks and initiate collaborative work. Again, this additional freedom appears to further increase
the expression of culture by displaying a greater variability in terms of performance when switching culture,
as presented in Figure 8(a), Figure 8(b) and Figure 8(c). As a general pattern, the more freedom is given to the
agents, the more agents make choices in which culture can have an influence, and finally the more culture can
be expressed. Note that this freedom is necessary, but not su�icient for expressing the influence of culture. It
seems very likely that culture may have no visible expression in certain settings that o�er wide freedom (e.g.
“obvious” decisions, “human-nature” decisions (Hofstede et al. (2010a))).

7.6 Asa secondobservation, the environmentand the institutional context can favour theexpressionof culture. In ad-
dition to the requirement of being given su�icient freedom, culture tends to be best expressed in contexts that
provide culturally-sensitive “a�ordances” (Gibson &Walker (1984)) (perception anchors, which enable context-
specific reasoning and action). For instance, the expression of the influence of PDI-CD is less expected to be
seen without leader and subordinate organizational roles. Likewise, it would have been more di�icult to ob-
serve the influence of MAS-CD without decisions involving risk-taking. This theory expands Hofstede’s theory
by introducing the concept of “a�ordances” for cultural expressiveness. These a�ordances are easy to derive
from the description of the cultural dimensions presented by Hofstede et al. (2010a), which provide a strong
and coherent conceptual background.

Culture and Interaction Coherence

7.7 Without providing extensive details about this, Hofstede et al. (2010a) suggest that culture is beneficial for in-
teractions (by, at least, helping to understand each other). Culture is argued to be a form of long-term social
learning (Hofstede et al. 2010a, 10-11). It conveys social information such as how to behave in society, what is
expected from individuals in various situations, what is important in life, etc. The other way around, misunder-
standings and conflicts tend to happenmore o�en when culture is not shared. From an individual perspective,
it seems that sharing a culture helps “playing the same game”. Culture enriches actions with an additional im-
plicit meaning. Thus, individuals sharing the same culture tend to understand better other individuals and to
be better understood by others. Therefore, sharing a culture avoids unintended disagreement, even though
individuals sharing a culture can be in situations in which conflicts are being raised.

7.8 In spite of these various elements, the way culture influences interactions remains mysterious. Rather than
considering the individual-level perspective, which is already well tackled by psychology and social sciences,
we investigated here the influence of culture on the interaction level, which, in our opinion, is best handled by
the GSSs methodology.

7.9 One of the prime observations from designing and executing the model presented here lies in the strong link
relating culture and interaction coherence: individuals sharing a cultural background tend to achieve more co-
herent interactions. Coherence is di�icult to define formally, but it can be captured along multiple lines.

7.10 Very illustratively,5 coherence can be expressed in terms of Nash-Equilibria-like situations. In games where
multiple equilibria are present (e.g. coordination games, as in our simulation), culture points to a given equilib-
rium. In someways, culture introduces expectations about the strategies of others, therefore inciting the initial
agent to match the equilibrium, as a best-response. Culture brings in coherence by providing the means for all
individuals to select their best-response.

7.11 This property can be observed in our simulation by refactoring the current agent decision model with a game-
theoretical framework. For instance, leaderswithPDI-CD+ cultures are culturally-driven toexpect that the strat-
egy of subordinates with PDI-CD+ cultures consists of blindly accepting orders. Therefore, the best response
consists od monitoring and performing informed allocations. From the perspective of subordinates with PDI-
CD+ cultures, they expect leaders to perform informed allocations. Therefore, they should immediately accept
any allocation and not spend time for checking its correctness. Similar reasoning can be applied for justifying
PDI-CD− MAS-CD-related decisions.

5This explanation only aims to provide Game-Theoretical insight on what coherence captures here, but is
by no means a claim on how decisions are actually made. The Game-Theory formalism assumes unrealistic
rational reasoningmade by individuals of the form “I doX because others are expected to do Y ”. Obviously, in
situ, individuals are more likely to comply to the equilibrium by following habits than by seeking to optimize a
utility function while reasoning about others.
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7.12 Interaction coherence can also be expressed analytically. One can argue that decisions of individuals are rela-
tively coherent with each other, even though individualsmay not reason about others when acting (e.g. follow-
ing habits, matching cultural expectations). In our studies, the interaction coherence raised by a culture is best
observed in comparison with situations in which culture is not shared.

7.13 The interaction coherence can be emphasized via a study of the prime coordination dynamics that emerge
depending on the cultural background. As detailed in Property 4, in PDI-CD+ organizations leaders manage
the workload of subordinates, whereas subordinates take this responsibility in PDI-CD− organisations. In both
cases, all agents act inmaking this interaction happen,may it be intentional or not. When PDI-CD is not shared,
then the workload can be managed twice (PDI-CD+ leaders and PDI-CD− subordinates) or none at all (PDI-
CD− leaders and PDI-CD+ subordinates). These last two interaction patterns are arguably incoherent. Similar
(in)coherence can be raised regarding the MAS-CD.

7.14 A last expression of interaction coherence lies in the creation and the realization of mutually shared mutual ex-
pectations. Culture influences the expectations that individuals tend to create about themselves, others, soci-
ety, and theenvironment. Furthermore, culturally-drivenexpectations, becauseof the sharednatureof culture,
tend to be assumed to be also expected by others. Furthermore, through their behaviour and not necessarily
intentionally, individuals tend to make these expectations happen. In our model, PDI-CD+ agents can reason-
ably expect that leadersmanage decisions related to allocation, whereas PDI-CD− agents can expect that field-
workers should be best placed for deciding on the feasibility of an allocation. When culture is shared, then
mutual expectations are met.

Culture and Generic Recurrent Interaction Patterns

7.15 As indicated in Property 1 (Paragraph 6.4), Hofstede et al. (2010a) show that the influence of a culture within a
society tends to be recurrent at the individual and collective levels. Given a culture, very similar conceptually-
related phenomena tend to be observable in many places of the society (e.g. PDI-CD− students tend to take
initiatives at school and workers tend to take initiatives at work). Nevertheless, Hofstede et al. (2010a) provide
only limited insight into whether and how this recurrence is visible in interaction patterns.

7.16 As an observation from the process of constructing and exploring our model, culture seems to drive the emer-
gence of generic and recurrent interaction patterns. This genericity can be expressed in terms of abstract inter-
action patterns that tend to be instantiated when facing a concrete situation of interaction.

7.17 As an explanation, the influence of culture is both deeply social and applicable in a wide range of situations.
As pointed to by cultural dimensions, and particularly by the influence of culture on values, the influence of
culture tends to be conceptually consistent fromone situation to the next. In otherwords, culture canbe said to
drive individual decisions towards a general common direction, pointed to by values. In this regards, because
culture is shared and influential on a wide range of decisions, the indirect influence of culture on the visible
interaction patterns is unsurprising. Considering available literature and our experimentations, it seems that
many interactions can be captured by a few culturally-driven abstract interaction patterns.

7.18 This theory is strongly highlighted by the PDI-CD in our simulation. The PDI-CD+ interaction pattern is strongly
related to centralization. Leaders are in charge of managing the interaction. They are best informed and de-
cide for subordinates, who comply to leaders’ decisions. The PDI-CD− interaction pattern is strongly related
to distribution. Leaders are information-dispatchers and coordinators for enabling subordinates to operate on
their own. Subordinates manage their own workload and task allocation. Similar patterns are observed in the
DIT-Together type of organizations. In PDI-CD+ organisations, leaders manage the splitting of tasks for passive
subordinates, whereas in PDI-CD− organisations, subordinatesmanage the splitting and allocation of subtasks
on their own.

Explaining the Micro-Macro Relations

7.19 This recurrence of interaction patterns can be used as a an intermediate conceptual level for explaining the
micro-macro link: explaining how the influence of culture on individual decisions leads to the influence of cul-
ture on collective outcomes. The global idea is that culture influences individual decisions, which influence the
type of emerging interaction patterns, which then influence the global organizational performance.

7.20 This link can be observed in our simulation when trying to explain individual-to-collective links. At the individ-
ual level, PDI-CD+ cultures support a preference by both subordinates and leaders to rely on leaders formaking
collective decisions. These individual decisions, at the interaction level, tend to raise centralized interaction
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patterns. These centralized interaction patterns, at the level of collective performance, are acknowledged to
achieve higher performance in simpler environments (tight management of subordinates by leaders who can
grasp the whole environment) and lower robustness (see Property 1). Likewise, similar explanations can be
provided for explaining emerging PDI-CD− phenomena: individuals prefer to distribute power among the orga-
nization, leading to the “distribution” interaction pattern, which is acknowledged to perform well for handling
complex environment and achieving high robustness.

Conclusion

8.1 This study relies on the Generative Social Sciences (GSSs) methodology for explaining how the known influ-
ence of culture at the collective level emerges from the known influence of culture on individual decisions. The
theory proposed by this paper and based upon the GSSsmethodology goes beyond the statistical correlations
provided by Hofstede et al. (2010a) (i.e. relating culture and individual decisions; relating culture and collec-
tive outcomes) by proposing an integrative explanation for relating the influence of culture on individuals and
the emergence of collective cultural phenomena. We presented a realistic simulation model of the influence
of culture on individual decisions and collective outcomes. This model introduces the influence of culture on
individual decisions that are made within an organization. Then, we validated this model by showing that its
outputmatches the expectationsprovidedby social sciences, both at the individual level and throughemerging
collective properties. Next, through an empirical and analytical study of this model, we proposed elaborations
on available theories of the influence of culture for better capturing this influence in general and specifically its
emerging properties.

8.2 Our elaboration on available theories suggests that culture supports the emergence of culturally-specific, ab-
stract, coherent, and recurrent interaction patterns (e.g. leaders decide for subordinates), by influencing indi-
vidual decisions towards a common direction, pointed to by values (e.g. obedience, social order). Coherence
is promoted by a match between individual decisions (e.g. Nash-equilibria type of situations, ease for under-
standing each other,matching actions). These patterns are recurrent, they are repeated in numerous situations
of interactions. In turn, these recurrent interaction patterns support the emergence of recurrent macro-level
collective phenomena, as observed by social sciences (e.g. lower robustness). In addition to this micro-macro
link, the model also made it possible to study the relatively unexplored relation linking the environment and
the expression of culture.

8.3 This study shows that GSSs are particularly relevant as a complementary approach for studying the influence of
culture from individual decisions to collective outcomes. GSSs o�er a new perspective for overcoming numer-
ous issues faced by classic social sciences methodologies regarding the study of the micro-to-macro influence
of culture. One of the core issues that simulation-based exploration helps overcoming lies in comparability:
it is very di�icult to find comparable situations (e.g. organizations facing very similar environments, but with
di�erent cultures). Furthermore, exploring the performance of these organizations from the individual to the
collective level is very time-consuming, if even possible. Comparatively, this exercise ismore feasible in a simu-
lation setting, by changing various parameters, adding a new probe or observing step-by-step execution of the
simulation. Furthermore, the GSSs approach o�ers a strong self-explanatory support: in multiple occasions,
we faced results that were not matching our expectations and discovered that our expectations were incorrect
via an exploration of the simulation. More generally, GSSs provide a new approach for cra�ing theories, which
can be validated without paying the expensive cost of collecting data in situ.

8.4 The research performed in this article opens new longer-term perspectives. The theory of the micro-to-macro
influence of culture presented by this article is ready to be expanded, sharpened, and further validated. While
our simulation matches general social science expectations, this theory can be strengthened by being tested
against concrete real-world situations. The availability of the simulationmodel presented in this paper enables
one to perform this step e�iciently by specifying this simulation for a given application (e.g. modelling the
organization of themanagement of a river) and then comparing the simulation output against real-world data.
This application is also beneficial for providing tools for decision-makers, for instance by helping to envision
the consequences of their decisions alongmany aspects (e.g. how to handle a large incoming flux of migrants?
Should they be sent back to their homeland? Should they be kept in a camp? Should they be incorporated
within the society? How?).
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Appendices

A Sensitivity Analysis

1.6 As described by Augusiak et al. (2014); Ten Broeke et al. (2016); Thiele et al. (2014), sensitivity analysis is a
technique for assessing whether the model replicates the global tendencies of real-world phenomena (versus
matching the adequate output “by chance"). Sensitivity analysis consists in evaluating the sensitivity of the
model output depending on its input, by determining how far the match between the output and real-world
phenomena is preserved when facing (moderately) altered model input.

1.7 Our sensitivity analysis is based on the “One Factor at A Time" (OFAT) approach (Augusiak et al. (2014); Ten
Broeke et al. (2016); Thiele et al. (2014)), whichmatches the characteristics of themodel presented in this paper
(numerous input parameters and numerous experiments). The OFAT approach consists of selecting a set of
relevant input parameters (i.e. factors) and of evaluating, factor per factor, how moderate alterations of this
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Table 2: Sensitivity analysis of the model. Each cell indicates the average distance between the ratio of failed
tasks for base experimental and values tilted by 10%, for each experiment presented in this paper.

#subordinates base_duration deadline

DIT Intensive 10→ 9 0.03 10→ 9 0.05 12→ 10 0.14
10→ 11 0.03 10→ 11 0.06 12→ 14 0.10

DIT Complex 10→ 9 0.05 5→ 4 0.02 15→ 13 0.01
10→ 11 0.03 5→ 6 0.03 15→ 17 0.01

DIT Irregular 10→ 9 0.03 5→ 4 0.02 15→ 13 0.07
10→ 11 0.00 5→ 6 0.09 15→ 17 0.04

Rule-DIT Intensive 10→ 9 0.03 10→ 9 0.06 12→ 10 0.14
10→ 11 0.03 10→ 11 0.06 12→ 14 0.10

Rule-DIT Complex 10→ 9 0.04 5→ 4 0.02 15→ 13 0.02
10→ 11 0.04 5→ 6 0.02 15→ 17 0.02

Rule-DIT Irregular 10→ 9 0.02 5→ 4 0.01 15→ 13 0.05
10→ 11 0.00 5→ 6 0.05 15→ 17 0.02

DIT-Together Intensive 10→ 9 0.07 75→ 67 0.05 35→ 31 0.07
10→ 11 0.05 75→ 83 0.05 35→ 39 0.02

DIT-Together Complex 10→ 9 0.06 50→ 45 0.04 50→ 45 0.03
10→ 11 0.06 50→ 55 0.04 50→ 55 0.04

DIT-Together Irregular 10→ 9 0.01 25→ 22 0.02 35→ 31 0.01
10→ 11 0.01 25→ 28 0.01 35→ 39 0.05

Multi-cultural DIT Intensive 10→ 9 0.03 10→ 9 0.05 12→ 10 0.14
10→ 11 0.03 10→ 11 0.06 12→ 14 0.10

Multi-cultural DIT Complex 10→ 9 0.04 5→ 4 0.02 15→ 13 0.02
10→ 11 0.03 5→ 6 0.02 15→ 17 0.02

Multi-cultural DIT Irregular 10→ 9 0.02 5→ 4 0.02 15→ 13 0.07
10→ 11 0.00 5→ 6 0.07 15→ 17 0.04

factor impactmodel behavior. Moderate variations of the input parameters should lead tomoderate variations
of the output values of the model (or else be explainable).

1.8 Weconsidered the following set of factors: numberof subordinates (#subordinates) in thegroup, baseduration
for tasks (base_duration), and time before the deadline (deadline). Other parameters are either not part of the
experiment or are a free variable for the experiment. Each factor was altered by plus and minus 10%, rounded
respectively up and down, for creating wider gaps.

1.9 Results, presented in Table 2, show a high stability of the simulation patterns presented in this paper. Each cell
of this table indicates the average distance between the ratio of failed tasks for the base and tilted values. A
majority of these tiles show a very low distance between the input model and the tilted output (below 0.06).
The largest gaps are either related to larger parameter changes (e.g. changing the base task duration of the
irregular environment from 5 to 6 causes an increase of 20% of the base value) or can be easily explained (e.g.
intensive environments see larger gaps when lowering the deadline, because this deadline is intentionally set
low for stressing on the smooth allocation of tasks that is needed in intensive environments).
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